
Whether your needs include:

		Infrared cameras to take the temperature of every pedestrian 

		Sanitation dispensers to disinfect hands

		Destination Dispatch systems to control elevator traffic

		Or the myriad of high-touch or touchless credential readers…    

 Smarter Security’s Fastlane® turnstiles with SmarterMount have your   
 needs covered.                                  

SmarterMount
SmarterMount is a universal post mount solution upon which an 
endless array of technologies can be mounted. As a seamless, 
integral part of the turnstile end cap, this versatile solution can 
either be: 

		Purchased as an option with new turnstile orders, or  

		Purchased as a simple retrofit solution for the thousands of existing 
Fastlanes
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Universal Post Mount
Optical Turnstiles are the entry portals for many workplaces, both 
large and small. With pandemics and new technologies controlling 
the flow of people, versatility is key. 

ACCES SORIES

INFILL REMOTES FASTSCAN FLOOR PROTECTORS PRESSURE SENSOR SMARTERMOUNT

Smarter Security’s Fastlane® is leading 
by not just offering turnstiles, but by 

providing advanced entrance and access 
control solutions.

Temperature Screening Devices

Hand Sanitizer Dispensers
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SmarterMount
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Other mounting options 
When it comes to reader mounting, Smarter Security has an extensive suite of options from which 
to choose including:

A. EMBEDDED
Card reader mounted directly 
below top on a reader plate.

B. TOP MOUNTING
Card reader mounted directly 
onto decorative top.

C. SQUARE SIDE MOUNT
Card reader mounted externally 
directly onto square end.

D. ROUND SIDE MOUNT
Card reader mounted externally 
on nylon block for round end.

E.SIDE WINDOW 
Card reader mounted behind 
frosted acrylic window.

F. TOP WINDOW
Card reader mounted below top 
behind frosted acrylic window.

Adding Brains to Fastlanes
Your Fastlanes can also provide real insights with our award-winning SmarterAccess. As the only 
turnstile brand offering valuable turnstile usage insights, SmarterAccess can spotlight trends and risks 
such as employees who repeatedly allow tailgaters to enter. Importantly, it can serve as the engine 
that integrates virtually any other sensor data with your Fastlanes to instantly lock down the lanes. 
For example, when a weapons detection system detects a gun, SmarterAccess can automatically lock 
down your Fastlane turnstiles to help prevent entry. 

SmarterAccess is also an extremely effective tool for population counting and control. When paired 
with our Fastlanes and Door Detectives, precise population controls extend beyond the lobby to 
include isolated and aggregated counts for any access points throughout your facilities. 

SPECIFICATIONS

Reader Window Materials

  Clear frosted acrylic with RAL 
7001 grey underside finish.

Note

   Some mounting options 
are unavailable for certain 
products.

IDEMIA MorphoWave custom 
end panel 

 

Facial Recognition camera in 
custom decorative top

CUSTOM MOUNTING OPTIONS
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With thousands of systems installed on six 
continents, Fastlane is a world leader in  
elegant and intelligent optical turnstiles.

Manufactured by Integrated Design 
Limited. Fastlane is a registered 
trademark of IDL, 1995.
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